Abstract
Introduction
Internet routing system is a highly distributed infrastructure. The inter-domain routes travel through administrative boundaries complying with corresponding routing policies of neighboring ASes. BGP is the only de facto inter-domain routing protocol which supports routing policies of every individual AS ideally. Each AS enjoys the flexibility of making independent routing decisions in this routing scheme.
However, given the size and the rapid growth of the Internet, BGP may incur serious routing scalability problems which have been highlighted as the inflation of BGP routing tables. According to Internet measurement, the BGP RIB/FIB size keeps increasing all the time. In the year of 2011, approximately 40% of the IPv4 address space has been shown up in the BGP routing tables with correspondingly more than 370k routes [1] . IETF/IRTF has been highlighted this problem in RFC 4984 [2] and IRTF RRG [3] has been chartered to work out alternate routing architectures for a scalable and robust global routing system.
The poor scalability of BGP can be ascribed to two factors. Firstly, both the control and data plane of BGP are settled on prefix-level which is a fine-grained granularity with respect to the inter-domain routing. Secondly, the flat routing structure of BGP is antithetical to scaling. Although hierarchical routing structure can be scalable, it is difficult to establish administrative routing hierarchy among ASes.
Motivated by improving the scalability of the Internet, we design a new inter-domain routing protocol: AS-level Inter-domain Routing (AIR). The focus of our design is to set the inter-domain routing granularity primarily at AS-level. An Individual AS independently decides its local transit routes and advertises available inter-AS transit paths to its corresponding neighbors. As to the data plane, the forwarding mechanism relies heavily on the MPLS in our scheme. Before an outbound packet being encapsulated into an inter-domain MPLS tunnel, the AS border router (ASBR) in the source AS may query the (AS, prefix) mapping table. The mapping system can be implemented as a distributed registration database. The mapping service is viable because the mapping between IP prefixes and locations (as identified by AS) is relatively much more stable than the routing topology of the networks. Some related ID/Locator mapping researches [4] have verified the feasibility and efficiency of this kind of mapping service. On designing AIR, we also concern the impact on traffic engineering (TE).
The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. In section 2, we illustrate the basic routing architecture of AIR. In section 3, we demonstrate our detailed design of AIR and highlight our considerations on traffic engineering issues. Section 4 analyses the routing scalability and feasibility of our protocol. In section 5, we review related works. At last we draw a conclusion in section 6.
The Basic Routing Architecture of AIR
In this section, we start from the design principles of the inter-domain routing protocols that are essential to scalable Internet routing. Then we will reason out how to meet those requirements in our routing architecture.
Design principles
The thumb principle is to support local transit policy. The next generation Internet will retain the same operational/economic mode as that of today's practice. Although the interconnecting of individual ISPs requires uniform technique conventions, it is almost impossible to encompass the whole Internet into one uniform administrative realm. Rational routing policies, especially the local transmit policy, must be supported. The most general transit policy is the "valley free" routing. The new inter-domain routing protocol must enable any AS to freely express its rational local transit policies.
The second principle is to enhance the routing scalability. The future Internet will have considerable momentum of growth and its routing system should be able to gracefully accommodate the ongoing booming of networks. IRTF highlighted this requirement in their guiding document [5] .
Put these two fundamental requirements together, the new inter-domain routing protocol should be first of all a scalable policy-enabling routing scheme among other things, which is the baseline of any practical design. We admit other requirements, including routing stability or security, are also very important, and should be met by add-on features of a particular design.
Routing architecture of AIR
On reconsidering the routing architecture, we choose AS level as our basic inter-domain routing granularity, since an AS is naturally confined in an administrative boundary, and it is the ideal object to enforce general transit routing policies. Observation shows the number of ASes in the Internet can be roughly an order of magnitude less than that of the assigned prefixes. It is also well known, a lot of BGP entries in the RIB/FIB are fragmental prefixes caused be de-aggregation. Consequently the number of IP prefixes may increase much faster than the number of the ASes. Aiming at deficiencies of IP prefixes-level routing, the focal point of our design is to implement the inter-domain routing and forwarding mechanism at AS-level.
We propose two steps on constructing the inter-domain paths among ASes.
Step 1, an AS establishes local MPLS tunnels among their AS border routers (ASBRs). If an MPLS tunnel complies with local transit policy, it is available for constructing inter-AS paths.
Step 2, adjacent ASes will exchange routing information to concatenate their transit tunnel provisions. Hopefully the inter-domain path will span from a destination AS to the rest of the Internet. The consequent inter-domain paths will interconnect every AS to accomplish "valley free" routing in the Internet.
Assuming all ASes know valid paths to any destination AS, the inter-domain routing will be conducted by encapsulating a trans-AS packet into a certain tunnel which has been established between the source and destination ASes. The end of the inter-domain tunnel is the ASBR of the destination AS (or the penultimate AS if adjacent ASes exchange IP level routes).
Detailed design of AIR
This section gives more details about the design of AIR. We list the elemental components of AIR at first, and then illustrate the protocol and functioning that can be achieved by the coordination of different components. After that, we describe related protocols being adapted and extended in our scheme. At last a complementary mechanism of prefix-level route exchange to support TE will be discussed.
Elemental Components

 Upgraded MPLS-enabled ASBRs
The ASBRs of an AS are the fundamental elements in AIR. They are Label Switch Routers (LSRs) with some protocol extension. The extension is to support the new AS-level Forwarding Equivalent Class (FEC). We can leave it to the following subsection when we further discuss the extension of the Label Distribution Protocol (LDP).
Generally, intra-domain ASBRs should establish transit MPLS tunnels among themselves within an AS. Similar to iBGP connection, all ASBRs of the AS should be logically connected in a full mesh topology. The ASBRs may exchange inter-domain routing information through iBGP, and then bind local transit MPLS tunnels with corresponding inter-AS paths.
The Label Distribution Protocol (LDP) in AIR needs to be extended to support inter-domain forwarding. We define a jumbo label to identify the AS path that has to traverse a given AS. This jumbo label, or Path ID, will be used by AIR forwarding and removed at the exit of the AIR tunnel. In the AIR MPLS tunnel, there comes an MPLS stack: the outer label maps to an FEC to the egress ASBR in the local AS, while the label at the bottom of the stack represents the Path ID.
Similar to eBGP connection, inter-domain peering ASBRs should be connected directly. They may advertise routes to a certain destination AS with extended BGP update messages. The receiver should have the calculating capacity to decide whether to adopt the route or not. The decision procedure is similar to BGP route selection too. The only difference is that the routing object is based on AS-level. The selected routes should be notified to other iBGP peers (via iBGP connections). If the transit policy allows, this AS path will be proliferated to further ASes.
Another important function of ASBR is to query the (prefix, AS) mapping information from a mapping server. Any outbound packets from the local AS need to be encapsulated into a trans-AS tunnel before being forwarded by AIR. Meanwhile, any inbound traffic labeled with local ASN (or neighbor ASN) needs to be de-capsulated (termed as a "landing" procedure in our scheme). After "landing", a packet will be forwarded to its destination by its IP header.
 Ordinary LSRs
Within an AS, the intra-domain ASBRs may not have direct physical connections. The interior routers of a transit tunnel are supposed as normal LSRs who can relay the label switching packets/label distribution messages between the downstream and upstream ASBRs. The LDP conducted between those ordinary LSRs can accomplish automatic label distributions. This function is mandatory if there is no centralized routing control in a transit AS.
 A Centralized route server An alternate configuration is to deploy a centralized route server in an AS. This route server calculates all local transit routes and binding inter-domain/intra-domain MPLS labels on each route. It also exchanges routing information with other routing peers. The route server configuration suits small ASes very well. It releases the calculation burden on ASBRs. This configuration decouples the control plane with the data plane and makes the management rather convenient. Some off-the-shelf techniques, like Openflow [6] , can be used to support the centralized control of MPLS tunnels. According to our experience, if the size of the flow table in the hardware implementation is able to accommodate the assigned labels, the Openflow controller can be conveniently configured as a route server.
 Mapping servers
The mapping service is the prerequisite to our routing scheme. However, the deployment of a distributed registration service is not a focal point in this paper. According to some related studies [4] , the dynamics of the (prefix, AS) mapping can be much stable when compared with the dynamics of network topology updates. We assume a distributed registration system can be reached and all ASBRs can cache the (prefix, AS) mapping information efficiently.
Basic Functioning of AIR  Control plane
In AIR, we adapt Path Vector algorithm to proliferate the AS-level routes. The advertisement of a destination AS in AIR is very much similar to the BGP prefix advertisement. Actually we may extend BGP update massages to define a new route attribute. This new attribute indicates the NLRI of a destination AS. The "AS path" attribute is used to detect loop and the AS count of the "AS path" is used as a metric of distance to the destination AS. The failover mechanism and withdraw message can be inherited from BGP as well. Considering those similarities, a BGP extension is viable to disseminate AS-level routing information. In fact, one may treat ASNs as special routing object which will not interact with any other prefixes in the route selection process. The new extension will be illustrated in the following subsections.
The most critical mechanism of AIR is the binding of an AS path with local transit routes provisioned by individual ASes. If an ASBR receives an AIR announcement, it will decide whether to accept the path or not. Once the route being accepted, the ASBR needs to notify its iBGP peers promptly and sets itself as the next hop to that destination AS. The other iBGP peers will bind the corresponding local transit routes with the path to that destination AS. After that, they will check the transit policies to see if it is possible to announce the path to their adjacent ASes. In this way, an AS path to the destination AS will be concatenated with available local transit routes.
 Data plane Once the AS path has been constructed, the forwarding of a packet to AS X will be straightforward. In Figure 1 , suppose a source S in AS Z is going to send a packet to a host D located in AS X. The packet will be routed to ASBR 20.0.0.1. If ASBR 20.0.0.1 has no IP routes to that destination, it will query the mapping table to find the destination AS. After that, ASBR 20.0.0.1 will encapsulate the packet into MPLS tunnel with label "ASN X" before forwarding it to ASBR 10.0.0.2. ASBR 10.0.0.2 will check its FIB and push a label into the MPLS stack accordingly and relays the packet to ASBR 10.0.0.1. Next, ASBR 10.0.0.1 will pop the label on top of the MPLS stack and forward it to AS X. The ASBR in AS X will pop the last label and forward the packet to host D with regular IP forwarding (a "landing" procedure).
Adapted protocols with extensions
The implementation of AIR will not be complicated since we can adapt standard protocols with limited function extensions.
First of all, the BGP can be used to exchange the AS-level routing information between ASBRs or route servers. The BGP extension to advertise an AS path is compatible with the prefix advertisement implementation. We can define a new attribute type to indicate the advertisement of AS-level routing information. The 32-bit destination ASN can be retrieved from the NLRI field of a BGP update massage easily. The announcement or withdraw of a path can be defined within the BGP framework without difficulties. The ASBRs or the route servers need to be upgraded to support this BGP extension.
Secondly, the MPLS label to identify the FEC to a certain destination AS may need an extension of the standard MPLS label. Because the MPLS label only has 20 bits but an ASN has 32 bits, we need to extend the length of the label to accommodate all labels that may be used by AIR. Therefore, we defined a "Jumbo" MPLS label. We propose to combine two standard labels as one. Figure 2 shows the MPLS stack in addition to the format of a standard label and our "jumbo" label. According to RFC 3032, the MPLS label numbered from 0 to 15 are reserved. In the jumbo MPLS label, the first 20 bits represent a reserved number which indicates the jumbo label. The following 32 bits (the shaped field) are defined as the label to identify the FEC destined to certain AS. We propose to fill in the 32 bits with the ASN of the destination AS directly, since it will be globally unique. In this way, there will be no label replacement from the source to the destination AS. This jumbo label can only be at the bottom of the MPLS stack, and only the upgraded ASBRs can manipulate it.
TE support
AS-level routing sacrifices the flexibility of IP-level TE between ASes. In order to mitigate this impact, AIR allows two adjacent ASes to exchange IP routes provided the IP prefix "belongs to" one of them. On designing this exception, we have the following rational considerations.
If two adjacent ASes are connected with more than one link, they may have the requirements of purposeful traffic engineering. One may desire to balance the inbound traffics over those links or to configure backup links. A multihoming customer may also have this kind of requirements. Generally they want to influence the routing of their adjacent neighbors by differentiating the routes over different prefixes. This attempt can be demolished by route aggregation.
In order to support such kind of TE requirements, AIR allows an AS to advertise its "own" IP prefix to its direct neighbors. This operation means the range of BGP advertisement will be limited within 1 AS hop. AIR enables a "penultimate AS pop" mechanism which means the jumbo label pop up can be conducted at the penultimate AS to the destination AS if the penultimate AS being configured as explicitly knows the IP routes to the destination AS. In this way, the traffic that only travels two neighboring ASes might not be taken by AIR, which can avoid the overheads of mapping and tunneling.
Protocol analysis
In this section, we analyze the gains of applying AIR. In our analysis, we verify our design based on the AS-level topology and BGP route tables measured by CAIDA [7] and Routeviews [8] .
Scalability enhancement
It is worth noting that the BGP scalability is under pressure from two independent factors: the growth of networks and the purposeful IP prefixes de-aggregation to attract inbound traffics from customers. AIR will be immune to the second factor, since all prefixes of an origin AS can be agglomerated into a single route to that AS. The IP prefix de-aggregation will not influence the whole Internet in AIR scheme.
In our simulation, we define a fast forwarding table of an ASBR to accommodate all MPLS labels and IP routes. The entries of the MPLS labels include both the AIR MPLS jumbo labels and intradomain MPLS labels. The IP routes include all IP prefixes originated from its neighboring ASes and the local AS. The number of AIR MPLS routes accounts for a large portion of the table, which is the number of all reachable ASes in the Internet (approximately 37000). The number of the intra-domain MPLS labels depends on the number of ASBRs in the local AS. The number of IP routes is normally proportional to the number of neighboring ASes. According to the measurement from Routeviews, the average entry per origin AS is 9.8, but the maximum entries for an origin AS (AS4323) reach 4488. In our simulation, we give it a rich size of 10000. Altogether, the fast forwarding table in an ASBR will have no more than 50000 entries.
Based on the measurement of the BGP route tables, the instant gain in our simulation shows that by applying AIR the required size of a fast forwarding hardware in an ASBR can be an order of magnitude smaller than that of BGP. Considering the AIR MPLS labels account for the biggest portion of the fast forwarding table, the routing scalability can be improved significantly by applying AIR.
Performance improvements
AIR routing introduces a delay of mapping for outbound traffics. Considering the size of the mapping table of the next generation Internet (assuming technically high performance hardware has limited memory) we have to store the table in a relatively slow but larger memory. To query the mapping table involves Longest Prefix Match (LPM) algorithm, which means the complexity can be O(m) if not applying any optimizing techniques. Here, m is the number of all IP address blocks registered in the mapping table (e.g. a couple of millions). Suppose in BGP, there are n IP prefixes derived from the m blocks. Generally we believe n>m because of possible de-aggregation. The BGP routers will conduct LPM lookup over the n prefixes which can be more difficult than mapping table lookups. Although some optimization techniques may help to reduce the time complexity of a lookup algorithm, they normally sacrifice the space complexity or incur In BGP, each intermediate ASBR has to conduct LPM lookup on the huge BGP route table. The longer an AS path, the more LPM lookup delay will be introduced. In AIR, the mapping and encapsulating can only be conducted at the inlet of the AIR tunnel. The other intermediate routers will forward the packet by checking the MPLS label. The FIB size in the AIR routers is rather small. It is highly possible the fast forwarding hardware can accommodate the FIB in its high performance memory. A fast forwarding will be more practical when the FIB size is much smaller than a BGP FIB. Moreover, AIR allows direct neighboring ASes to exchange prefix-level routes on their own prefixes. Then some traffic between two neighboring ASes may not be taken by AIR. There will be no mapping delay introduced in this case.
Based on the above analysis, we present the following analysis to compare the general lookup delays experienced by inter-domain traffics in different (BGP/AIR) routing schemes.
Suppose the size of BGP route table is n. The size of the mapping table equals to the registrated IP blocks in the Internet, denoted as m. An AIR ASBR has t entries in its FIB. A normalized nondecreasing function D() means that the lookup delay is only determined by the size of the table. In formula (1) and (2), D BGP and D AIR represent the general inter-domain lookup delay with BGP and AIR.
D(m) and D(n) denote LPM lookup delay over mapping table and BGP route table respectively, D(t)
denotes the lookup delay experienced at each AIR ASBR. l is the length of an inter-domain path, measured in AS hops. In our model, we omit the intra-domain lookup delays, which is irrelevant to our discussion here. And for the sake of simplicity, we assume neighboring ASes will always exchange IP routes.
Since n>m>t, therefore D(n)>D(m)>D(t), it is obvious D BGP >D AIR.
The mean delay of D AIR depends on the traffic pattern of the Internet. However, no matter what kind of traffic pattern will be in the future, AIR provides ideal routing mechanism to leverage fast forwarding implementations. For long AS paths, the mapping delay is reasonable and acceptable.
Experimental evaluation  Implementation
We experimented the AIR routing in our Openflow test bed. Figure 3 shows the structure of a reference implementation of AIR. In our implementation, an Openflow controller is conducting the functioning of the control plane of the ASBRs and a mapping server in the local AS. The Openflow-enabled switches support MPLS forwarding in their flow tables. At present Openflow Version 1.0 supports 128k flow table entries maximally. In practice, there will be not so many assigned MPLS labels for a single Openflow switching box. In our experiment, we use 16-bit ASN for simplicity and a standard 20-bit MPLS label can accommodate all 16-bit ASN, so there is no MPLS label extension in our simulation. We believe it will not change the fundamental mechanism of AIR routing or forwarding except that the memory consumption of an AIR FIB may be a little bit smaller. The computational overhead of an Openflow controller involves the AS-level route computation, neighboring IP route computation in addition to MPLS transit tunnel maintaining and mapping services. In our test bed, a transit AS may have n [2, 6] peering neighbors with corresponding 2n(n-1) AS transit MPLS tunnels. We simulate 37000 destination ASes in the Internet and distribute the 37000 ASlevel routes randomly to all peering neighbors. An Openflow controller receives AS-level route updates from its peering neighbors and recalculates the egress point based on a simple route selection policy. After route selection, the controller may issue flow table updates to all switches.
The Openflow controller also provides the mapping service to all switch boxes in our implementation. When a switch sends a mapping request to the controller, the controller may query the (Prefix, ASN) mapping information from the mapping table derived from the "whois" service [9] in the Internet and the switch will cache the mapping information for 1 minute. The average delay depends on the features of outbound traffics. However in our experiment the leading mapping delay was introduced by the transmitting time of the query and respond packets. We will study the deployment of a mapping system and the dynamics of the mapping information and cache strategies in the future.
 Results Figure 4 illustrates the processing time of an AS level route update with different peering neighbors. The time is proportional to the number of neighbors but generally acceptable in an inter-domain routing scenario. In our experiment, the time is measured on updating flow tables in all switches which means the dissemination of a route update to all iBGP peers. Figure 5 illustrates the estimated reduction of RIB/FIB size for inter-domain routing. We use BGP RIB/FIB as a counter part for comparison. Figure 6 shows the delay of mapping service. Most outbound packets will experience a few seconds of mapping delay when the controller has to query the mapping information from "whois" service (shown in Fig 6a) . If the controller has local mapping information, the mapping delay will be reduced significantly as shown in Fig 6b. We believe if the mapping information be stored locally on the switches, the mapping delay will not exceed a few milliseconds.
 Implementation Lessons On implementing AIR routing in the Openflow test bed, we have learned the following lessons. The AS-level routing is isolated from IP routing. It is possible to maintain a relatively small AIR route table in addition to the IP route table. The AS-level route updates can be much less than IP route updates, so it is worthwhile to reconsider the update damping mechanism in BGP.
A centralized control may not be scalable in a large transit AS. It is better to distribute the routing functioning to multiple ASBRs. The route reflector deployment is still viable to scale the connections among the ASBRs. However, a centralized control will be easier to be managed. It is ideal to load mapping information on the ASBRs. A "push" mode is preferred to a "pull" mode on updating the mapping information. However, the mapping delay can be reduced when applying proper cache strategies.
Related works
In [10] , we give an analysis of the Internet routing scalability problem based on an entropy model and survey most proposals that attempt to address this problem.
Traditional solutions suggest IP route aggregation and FIB suppression. In [11] , Zhang proposes an algorithm of RIB aggregation. An aggressive aggregation policy has been presented in [12] . Another more ambitious proposal in [13] even tries to change the longest prefix match algorithm in IP routing. However, those proposals only have limited improvements on solving the problem.
Some new proposals like LISP [14] , eFIT [15] and ILNP [16] , suggest splitting ID/Locator in the inter-domain routing scheme. The locator is topology relevant and can be changed when the topology changes. Hopefully the locators are aggregateable which may enhance routing scalability. In these proposals, some special IP addresses or some special fields of an IP address are defined as the topology dependent "locators". But the IP protocol stack has to be revised on establishing TCP connections between upgraded systems and legacy systems. AIR shares the "ID/Locator split" idea, but designs the "locator" at a better granularity (AS-level). Our routing scheme preserves the IP header intact on the whole forwarding path.
Other proposals suggest AS-level routing to improve the routing scalability. HLP [17] introduces a hybrid link-state and path-vector protocol and proposed to establish routing hierarchies in the interdomain routing infrastructure. Within a regional routing hierarchy, link-state algorithm will be applied. It also suggests applying AS-level routing, but does not present an AS-level forwarding mechanism. HLP extends BGP updates to advertise (AS, prefix) mapping information, but its data plane remains on the granularity of IP prefix-level. Although HLP can isolate much routing information within the regional routing hierarchy, to establish rigorous routing hierarchies in the Internet can be very difficult if it is not possible. Feedback based routing [18] introduces some sort of source routing scheme. Edge networks compute an approximate topology map of the Internet at an AS-level based on measurementbased feedback from the network. It then uses this state to compute the shortest path and source routes the packets by encapsulating the route in the packet. This routing architecture is a "clean slate" design and absolutely incompatible with the operational and economic model of the present inter-domain routing practice. GPS [19] routing introduces AS-level routing as well. It suggests stitching local transit tunnels into inter-AS paths, but the globally centralized control may not be scalable or practical. It designs IP header extension fields to support the inter-AS transmission, which is less convenient than applying MPLS label stacks.
There are some other clean slate proposals that cannot be integrated into the Internet conveniently. NIRA [20] suggests customer networks applying Provider Aggregateable (PA) addressing schemes to facilitate route aggregation. This kind of PA-address based routing schemes may have problems of "IP renumbering" when customer networks change providers. Pathlet [21] introduces a path seaming mechanism which is similar to our AIR path spanning. However, it is more or less source routing and requires the source to acquire routes from the routing system. GIRO [22] proposes to incorporate ASN and geographic information into the IP address. This routing scheme requires global coordination on IP address allocation.
Conclusions
Designing a scalable inter-domain routing protocol for the future Internet is a challenging task. As we have analyzed before, the protocol should be globally scalable and at the same time support rational routing policies of all autonomous participants. Basically these two objectives are contradictory. On designing AIR, we try to find a tradeoff point in a feasible frame work.
Our design implements inter-domain routing on AS-level and basically forwarding inter-AS traffics in policy-compliant transit MPLS tunnels. AIR encodes the destination ASN as a globally unique MPLS label to facilitate the signaling and forwarding of inter-domain MPLS. This routing scheme requires an ASBR of the source to mapping the destination of a packet to its destination ASN before encapsulate the packet into an AIR MPLS tunnel. We also design a complementary IP route exchange mechanism of adjacent ASes to facilitate TE objectives at the vicinity of the destination. Our simulation shows that AIR can reduce RIB/FIB size and route update overhead. Considering the growth of IP prefixes can be much faster than that of ASes, we believe more gains can be achieved in the future by applying AIR.
AIR offers a novel routing scheme which significantly improves the scalability of inter-domain routing and supports a wide range of routing policies while retains the basic operation/economic mode of the status quo Internet. We integrate off-the-shelf technologies into our AS-level routing and forwarding mechanisms. Based on MPLS technology, our routing scheme is nicely compatible with BGP and inter-domain network operations. Compared with other proposals, AIR can be easier to be implemented and suitable for practical engineering work with an incremental deployment.
We believe other newly developed techniques can be adopted in our scheme in the future. The significance of our contribution is that we have successfully combined well developed technologies into a fruitful design.
